President Jerome Weller admires a portrait of the late Representative William H. Farnum during ceremonies indicating MIT's 400 million watt linear accelerator in honor of Bates on Friday afternoon, April 7. The accelerator, located in Malden, has had one 20 million volt test run. It is expected to be completed later this year.
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Young stars in tennis

The varsity tennis team completed its spring tour of four North Carolina schools during the midsemester break with a record of 8-4. Back in New England their fortunes reversed as they overcame the University of Connecticut last Wednesday.

The bright spot during the trip was the play of William Young 74, MIT's number one tennis jock. He compiled a record of 3-1, losing only to East Carolina's Fred McNair who is ranked 60th nationally. Along the way, Young had an excellent 6-1, 6-3 win over Wake Forest's Gary Cooper who had an unmatched record of 29 consecutive dual match victories before Young destroyed him in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2.

Otherwise the team has been weakened this year by injuries and dropouts, but is nevertheless looking forward to its northern schedule which has begun fortissimo with the 7-2 win over UNC. Playing in the numbers two thru six spots are Ted Zadem 74, captain Greg Witlens 72, Kevin Struhl 74, Lee Simpson 75, and Mike Lewis 74.

In the next two weeks there will be six home meets. Harvard comes by the Dupont courts today at 3 pm, and there should be some exciting action, especially on the first court.

As the playoffs of the IM bowling season got underway last week, Phi Delta Theta and East Campus were the teams to beat in the two divisions.

PDT 'A', led by Scott Bredal G, Ray Mayer 72, and Bob Krussel if a 149 average bowler of PDT 'A', led by Scott Bredal G, Ray Mayer 72, and Bob Krussel if a 149 average bowler of PDT 'A', led by Scott Bredal G, Ray Mayer 72, and Bob Krussel if a 149 average bowler, recorded 875 for high series.

East Campus 'A', despite a similar last-minute slump and a near-forfeit, closed at 8861 to just behind PDT's 8035.

Shutouts were recorded this season by PDT with high scores of 7940 and 7080, the latter coming by the Dupont courts last night, Phi Delta Theta and East Campus.
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